
Particle
Therapy
An advanced form of precisely-targeted 
radiation therapy that is improving 
outcomes in difficult-to-treat cancers,
significantly reducing the risk of
harmful, long-term side effects.



 

Protons X-rays

Who would benefit the 
most from access to 
this advanced form of 
cancer treatment?

The principal advantage of using proton 
beam therapy is reduced dose beyond 
the tumour target. This is most useful 
in younger patients where one is aiming 
to reduce the potential long-term side 
effects of radiation therapy.

Dr Daniel Saunders 
Clinical Oncologist, The Christie UK

“
”

Particle therapy complements traditional radiation therapy– in 
particular, in those patients who don’t respond well to established 
clinical approaches.

Particle therapy is used internationally to reduce the risk of damage 
to critical body systems and consequent side effects associated with 
radiation therapy and chemotherapy, as well as to prevent the 
emergence of treatment-related cancers.

Proton therapy, the most common type of particle therapy, is often 
recommended for a range of cancers in children, teenagers and young 
adults when tumours are located close to critical organs, such in as the 
brain and spinal cord. Traditional treatments can lead to secondary 
health problems and a lifetime of ongoing invasive and expensive 
treatments and medications.

Carbon ion therapy is a newer type of particle therapy that targets the 
tumour even more precisely than proton therapy. Its special property 
is that more tumour-killing energy is released than either proton 
therapy or traditional radiation treatment. This offers hope to patients 
who have cancer that do not respond to other forms of treatment. 
It also means that some cancers can be treated safely and effectively 
with a much shorter course of treatment.

These combined benefits of proton and carbon-ion therapy have 
led to the proposal for an integrated network of three proton therapy 
centres and a single national carbon ion centre in Australia.

Treatment with particle therapy (left) spares critical healthy cells 
and organs at risk, such as hearing in children from radiation 
damage as shown in the images above.



 

 

 
 

The global landscape

The Asia-Pacific region 

|  Austria 1   1 |  France 3 |  Netherlands 3 |  Sweden  1

|  Canada 1 |  Germany 6   2 |  Poland 1 |  Switzerland  1

|  China 2   3 |  India 1 | Russia 4 |  Taiwan  1

|  Czech Republic 1 |  Italy 3   1 | South Africa 1 |  United Kingdom 2

|  Denmark 1 |  Japan 14   6 | South Korea 2 |  USA 32

Proton facilities Carbon facilities

Source: Particle Therapy Co-operative Group. www.ptcog.ch. 2019.

Facilities in operation

At the end of 2018, more than 220,000 patients had been treated at 
particle therapy facilities around the world. There are also about 200 
clinical trials taking place that involve the use of particle therapy.

Particle therapy is now available at facilities in more than 19 
countries, including India.

Particle therapy is well established in Japan, the United States, 
Germany, Austria, which were pioneers of the treatment and in the 
development of facilities. These countries now operate leading 
clinical centres.

The number of particle therapy facilities in the Asia-Pacific region 
has followed the global trend, with a significant rise in construction 
since 2012.

China has 18 particle therapy facilities either in operation or in the 
planning / construction stages. Japan, which leads the world in the 
use of carbon ions, has 20 particle therapy facilities in operation and 
a further facility under construction.

Both South Korea and Taiwan are developing additional facilities to 
complement those already in operation.

The United Kingdom prepared for the 
introduction of particle therapy by 
implementing a UK-based clinical 
assessment process prior to sending patients 
to a partner facility in the United States. 
Australia has adopted a similar approach 
and with evaluation of comparative plans to 
assess the possibility for patients to benefit 
from particle therapy.

While construction of the first facilities began in the 1990s, 
construction has escalated considerably in recent years.

There are 133 facilities that are either operational or under 
construction in the world today, and another 28 are planned. 
The United Kingdom, Denmark, Norway, and Sweden have 
recently built state-of-the art facilities.



A compelling case  
for particle therapy  
in Australia

Consensus among stakeholders 

NAME
PROPOSED 
LOCATION

TYPE OF  
CENTRE STATUS

LEADING  
ORGANISATION

Australian Bragg Centre for  
Proton Treatment and Research

Adelaide Proton Approved /  
Under construction 

South Australian Health and 
Medical Research Institute

National Particle Treatment  
and Research Centre (NPTRC)

Sydney Carbon, proton,  
other ions

Business case Western Sydney Local  
Health District

Queensland Proton Therapy  
and Research Centre (QPTRC)

Brisbane Proton Business case Metro North Hospital and 
Health Service

National Proton Beam  
Therapy Centre

Melbourne Proton Initial funding 
commitment

Victorian Government and  
Peter MacCallum Cancer Centre

 

 
 

 

 

 

Proposed integrated 
national network

Metro North Hospital and Health Service

Proton 
facility 
Carbon/Proton  
facility

Australian patients must have access to particle therapy. 
Particle beam therapy is currently not available in 
Australia; however it is the faculty position that particle 
beam therapy is essential for some patients with evidence.

“
”

There are no particle therapy facilities in Australia; however, a 
number of proposals have been advanced to introduce the 
treatment here. These are shown in the table above with Australia’s 
first proton therapy facility under construction in South Australia.

This is the first step in the creation of an integrated national 
particle therapy network in Australia.

Australia has a substantial base of expertise and experience in the 
accelerator sciences developed through many years of research and 
development activities undertaken at ANSTO, Australia’s Nuclear 
Science and Technology Organisation, and Australian universities.

Additionally, Australia can take advantage of ANSTO’s access to 
an extensive network of collaborative partners world-wide, who 
operate facilities and carry out research in to particle therapy.

Patients, health professionals, including radiation oncologists and 
medical physicists, and particle therapy researchers, as well as 
consumer advocacy groups, hospitals, research organisations, and 
industry partners have all acknowledged the potential benefits 
arising from the introduction of particle therapy to Australia.

Particle therapy centres in other parts of the world have shown 
a generous capacity to share expertise and experience with 
countries considering its introduction.

ANSTO and the university sector have long expressed interest 
in assisting and contributing to the introduction of particle 
therapy in Australia.

A series of particle therapy symposia have been held in Australia 
in recent years, which have attracted considerable stakeholder 
interest, including from consumers, government agencies, health

services, research organisations, and universities from Australia, 
New Zealand, and overseas.

In 2019, Symposium participants re-affirmed their commitment 
to the introduction of particle therapy in Australia.

Building on these resources, Australia is developing a national 
collaborative network for clinical practice and to undertake 
education and research activities that would foster the 
development and use of particle therapy across Australia and 
our region more broadly.



A challenging situation for 
Australian cancer patients who 
need particle therapy 

The Australian 
Government currently 
spends, on average, 
$140,000 per person 
when sending a patient 
for particle therapy 
treatment overseas.

Prof Hirohiko Tsujii 
Director of the Particle Radiotherapy Consultation Clinic  
in Chiba, Japan

“
”

The need for Australia to invest in innovative, translational research 
is essential to the task of reducing the growing impact of cancer and 
its financial burden on the health care system.

Cancer is the major cause of illness and a leading cause of death in 
Australia. One in two Australians will develop a malignancy in their 
lifetime and one in five will die from cancer before the age of 85.

In 2019, it is estimated that approximately 145,000 Australians 
will be diagnosed with cancer and more than 49,000 will die 
from a malignancy.

While the overall five-year survival rate from all cancers has reached 
69%, survival rates for individual cancers vary, and there are cancers 
that are inoperable or for which there are no current treatment 
options in Australia.

Approximately 800 Australian patients per year will benefit from 
particle therapy initially, with the number likely to rise over time 
as the treatment is expanded to patients with different treatment 
needs as knowledge and capacity evolves.

With no particle therapy facilities in Australia, the Australian 
Government currently spends, on average, $140,000 per person 
when sending a patient for particle therapy treatment overseas 
through the Medical Treatment Overseas Program.

The price for treatment of external patients at overseas facilities 
(not including travel, living, and accommodation costs) can vary 
between $60,000 and more than $200,000 per patient, depending 
on the type and length of treatment required.

Currently, the number of patients sent overseas is very low because 
decisions about treatment abroad need to be made quickly and fit in 
with an overall cancer treatment program which may involve surgery 
and chemotherapy as well as radiation therapy.

As well as demonstrating a significant advantage for particle therapy 
against traditional treatments, patients must be well enough to fly 
overseas for an extended duration and able to tolerate a delay in the 
commencement of their treatment while their application is processed.

It also must be demonstrated that there will be a good chance of 
success (potentially curative) with particle therapy.

With an aging population this demand is expected to increase 
further. Planning is needed now.

In addition to a shorter treatment period, 
benefits of particle therapy to patients include 
reduced pain and minimal other symptoms during 
and after treatment, which enables people to 
continue to resume normal life more quickly.

Based on international patient numbers and evidence, demand 
for particle therapy has the potential to rise to over 4500 patients 
per year in subsequent years. This increase is due to a number of 
factors, including expanding the list of clinical indications in line 
with emerging protocols and an increase in the referral of patients 
by oncologists as the technology becomes more widely utilised 
through the development of treatment plans comparing traditional 
radiation therapy with proton therapy.

More than 4500 Australian patients
each year could benefit. 



Capabilities in particle therapy can 
bring benefits to clinical research, 
science and industry

ANSTO Literature review of proton/carbon 
ion particle therapy with the aim of 
establishing the current clinical evidence 
base for particle therapy should it become 
available in Australia

Proton/Carbon Ion Particle Therapy: 

Evidence; Assessment of Clinical Place in 
Practice; Potential patient Population Size; 
Strategies for Economic Evaluation

The Report of Proton Therapy  
Health Council of the Netherlands. Proton 
radiotherapy scanning report: The Hague 
Council of the Netherlands Publication no 
2009/17E, 2009

Danish Cancer Society for Clinical Oncologist 
list of approved diagnoses for proton 
therapy
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Proton and Heavy Ion Therapy:  
An Overview Health Pact January 2017

National Particle Treatment and Research 
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In addition to treating patients, particle therapy technologies can drive 
internationally-competitive clinical research to improve cancer care and 
outcomes. This includes clinical trials, radiation dosimetry and the development 
of technology and practices for next-generation particle therapy.

The accelerator systems used for particle therapy are also useful for a wide range of non-clinical scientific and industrial research. 
Carbon therapy systems, with the capability to accelerate heavier ions, are particularly suited to these areas of research and development:

Advanced accelerator technologies can support investigations into the impact of 
radiation on people and equipment in aerospace and space environments. It has 
been highly useful in the development of radiation detectors and radiation hard 
materials. The particle accelerators used in particle therapy also have lots of 
potential for new research in particle physics, astrophysics and cosmology studies.

Accelerated ion beams can be used to assist in the manufacture of electronic components 
and used to assess the robustness of advanced electronic integrated circuits. 
Developments from the advancements required for particle therapy facilities mean that 
faster, higher accuracy and more intelligent control systems are developed to improve 
patient outcomes, which can then be spun off and implemented in other technologies.

Irradiation with high energy ion beams open the potential to fabricate materials with 
novel properties, such as membranes with nano-scale holes for molecular filtration, 
and etching grooves or structures in silicon or glass. Ion beam technology is also 
needed in testing resistance to radiation hardness in materials and in challenging 
environments, such as encountered in new energy applications, including fusion.




